Fourth International Workshop on Boolean Functions: Cryptography, Applications and Boolean aspects of Automata Theory

BFCA’08 will take place in Copenhagen – Denmark

The workshop is jointly organized by IBM Denmark, LITIS, University of Rouen, Mont Saint-Aignan, France, the LIAFA, University Paris 7 – Denis Diderot, France

Scope of the Conference

The workshop on Boolean functions: Cryptography and applications provides a forum for researchers with interests within all aspects of Boolean function theory and applications to cryptography. Papers on all aspects of cryptography and Boolean functions are welcome, whether theoretical, implementation oriented or experiment reports.

Topics (Not exhaustive)

- Algebraic geometry over F2
- Random Generation
- Boolean Complexity
- Bent functions
- BDD
- Cryptography
- Stream Cipher
- Cryptanalysis
- Coding Theory
- Boolean automata
- ...

Publications

Selected papers will be published (like previous years) in Rouen University Press.

Important Dates

- Submission: March 10, 2008
- Notification: April 21, 2008
- Conference: May 19-21 2008